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« Mother sues Planned Parenthood for death of Black daughter weeks
before White Elite PP head speaks at Dem Presidential Convention

Planned Parenthood abortion supporter calls for all Republican pro-lifers
to DIE , Cecile Richards has not repudiated »
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Planned Parenthood of the Rocky Mountains
paid well to say they don’t cover for child
sexual predators

Monica McCafferty
Director of Marketing and
Communications,
Planned Parenthood of
the Rocky Mountains

Yesterday, Planned
Parenthood of the
Rocky Mountains
reacted to a Colorado
Springs Gazette editorial
declaring that the
organization is

probably worse than Penn State when it comes to covering up child
sexual abuse; see our previous coverage below. Since then, Planned
Parenthood has sent more info intended to dispel “myths” attacks like the
editorial tend to perpetuate.

The editorial, written by onetime Westword profile subject Wayne
Laugesen, argued that Planned Parenthood operators routinely fail
to report evidence of sexual abuse against minors who call the outfit
for services. Planned Parenthood spokeswoman Monica McCafferty told
us that local policy calls for the termination of any employee who doesn’t
inform authorities about possible crimes, adding that no such incidents
have taken place to her knowledge. Late yesterday, she reinforced the
assertion with this statement:

While federal and state privacy laws prohibit us from discussing
information related to any patient, we can state unequivocally that we
maintain and enforce a zero-tolerance policy with respect to any failure to
report child abuse and neglect as required by the Colorado Children’s
Code. We regularly train our employees on their reporting obligations and
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we actively audit our own practices and procedures to make certain they
are followed.

Well that statement doesn’t seem to pan out when you listen to actual
taped phone calls to Planned Parenthood in Colorado and around the
nation, and how they handle teh request for an abortion by a 14 year old
child admitting she was impregnated by a 22 year old man !

PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS
1330 W COLORADO AVE
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80904-4099
719 / 475-7162
(Partial Transcript) Listen to actual audio here 
CALLER: Oh. Well, could I ask you real quick? I’m just worried about
getting an abortion, because my friend told me that — like I’m going to
be 14 next
month, and she said that you guys would have to tell my parents. But my
boyfriend’s 22. Could he just sign — is he old enough to sign whatever it
is and
you wouldn’t have to tell anybody?
CLINIC: You’re 14 and your boyfriend is 22?
CALLER: Well, I’ll be 14 next month.
CLINIC: So you’re 13.
CALLER: Uh-huh.
CLINIC: Legally that’s statutory rape, and if you were to express that to
someone at our clinic we would definitely have to report it.
CALLER: Oh. But what should I do then?
CLINIC: You don’t have to have parental consent to come here for an
abortion. But like I said, if you express it to someone in the clinic and we
document that, then legally we have to report it.
CALLER: So should somebody else bring me then?
CLINIC: I would suggest that.

PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF THE ROCKY MOUNTIANS
2030 E 20TH AVE.
DENVER, CO 80205
303 / 321-2458
(Partial Transcript- Listen to Actual Audio here)

CALLER: The thing is, I’m going to be 14 later on this month, and my
friend
said that you guys would have to tell my parents. But my boyfriend’s 22.
Is he
old enough to take care of it, and you wouldn’t have to tell anybody?
CLINIC: You’re 13 years old right now?
CALLER: Yeah.
CLINIC: No. Hold on just a second, hon.
CALLER: All right.
CLINIC: What we would like to do to get you in here to kind of see
where
you’re at in terms of — there’s no such thing as parental notification, but
we can
kind of just figure out what’s going on with your situation and the fee and
all
that kind of stuff, and to explain what happens during an abortion and all
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that.
CALLER: Me and my boyfriend were talking about all this. And he said he
would pay cash for everything. But we don’t want anyone to know about
us. Would
he have to fill out any forms or sign anything if he was paying for it?
CLINIC: Yeah, sure. Let me find out for you. Hold on.
(Short pause)
CLINIC: Appointments for you and all your information would be
confidential.
CALLER: Okay. So my boyfriend wouldn’t have to sign anything?
CLINIC: No, he doesn’t sign anything. It doesn’t have anything to
do with
him…..
(Later in conversation):
CALLER: Well, I just don’t want anyone to know about me and my
boyfriend.
My friend said that since I’m going to be 14 later on this month that
my parents
have to know about all this. But my boyfriend’s 22, and he said that
he would take
care of everything. So would that be all right and you wouldn’t have to
tell
anybody?

Later on Planned Parenthood gives the teen being abused by a 22
year old adult an out- call another location and keep quiet:

CLINIC: Sure. But you understand that the government or the Social
Services
does require that we report that because they consider that — because
you’re a
teen and he’s an adult.
CALLER: Well, what can happen?
CLINIC: I don’t know what Social Services does once we report that. But
that’s entirely up to you if you want to be seen here. But we’re required
to do
that. I can give you referrals of other places if you’re interested. But the
first order of business for you is to really have a pregnancy test.
CALLER: Yeah. Well, if I didn’t tell anybody about him, would that be all
right, and you wouldn’t have to say anything then?
CLINIC: Well, probably not being truthful is going to be a problem, but
that’s up to you to decide what it is that you want to do. I wouldn’t make
any
recommendations to you on that score.
CALLER: Okay.
CLINIC: But let me give you some other providers too that might be
helpful.
First you want to give yourself a pregnancy test.
Mayfair is in Aurora. And that’s 303-696-9761. That’s another office. Dr.
Bernstein, and that’s 303-399-6120.
CALLER: What was that last one?
CLINIC: 399-6120.
CALLER: Okay? So if I don’t tell them anything, that would be
better?
CLINIC: That wouldn’t be an advice that I would give you.
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In 2011- the TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS for Planned Parenthood of the
Rocky Mountains was $ 3,739,003

A 2008 990 from Planned Parenthood reveals the following:

Vicky Cowart, president and CEO took in a
whopping $217,701 in base compensation plus
$30, 525 in bonus and incentive compensation ,
$7447.00 in deferred compensation, $8401.00 in
nontaxable benefits – for a grand total of $264,077

John Duffy CFO of Finance took in $128,752 plus
$8854 in other compensation

Gail Kelley COO/ Senior VP took in $138,401 plus
$5123 in other compensation

Jodell Allen Physician took in $171,853 in base compensation ,
$5153.00 in deferred compensation, $4809.00 in nontaxable benefits, for
a grand total of $181,818

Savita Ginde worked on 20 hours a week as Medical Director to earn
$253,503 in base compensation $7605.00 in deferred compensation
$5153.00 in nontaxable benefits, for a grand total of $266,251
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